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1969-1970 READING LIS·f ..... 
Cooperative Extension Service 
South Dakota State Univeni.ty 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
#- 51 :S S 7 I 7 ST ATE LIBRARY SERVICES 
Books and non-book materials for study, general reading, or club use 
are available in the subjects of philosophy, travel, literature, economics, his-
tory, science, religion, fine and useful arts. Reference service is available to 
individuals and clubs requesting assistance with club papers, business in-
formation, entertainment, etc. 
Rules and Regulations for Borrowing Books 
Home Extension Clubs. The reading leader of any Home Extension 
Club may borrow 10 books from the current Reading In The Home list for 
club reading. These books are loaned for 1 month and may be renewed for 
another month. 
Reading leaders may request books from previous Reading In The 
Home lists. Forty-book loans of books from previous Reading In The Horne 
lists may be secured by reading leaders for club use. An application card or 
letter, signed by officers of the club and the reading leader, is required. A 
40-book collection is loaned for a period of 6 months. 
Individuals. Any resident of South Dakota may borrow books from the 
State Library. While there is no limit as to the number of books that may be 
borrowed, individuals are asked not to request more books than can be used 
at one time. Check with your local public library before requesting books 
from the State Library. 
Books, as a rule, may be kept for 1 month. If there are other requests on 
file for them, then they may be kept for 2 weeks. No fees are charged for the 
use of the books. However, books should be returned promptly when due, 
so that others may obtain books readily. No books will be issued to any per-
son with books overdue until the overdue books are returned to the State 
Library. 
Lost Books and Non-Book Materials. Each borrower is responsible for 
loss of books or non-book materials or damage not caused by ordinary wear. 
Books cannot be charged tq one person at the request of another. Requests 
for books or non-book material should be signed in the handwriting of the 
person borrowing the books and non-book materials. Return books and 
non-book materials to the State Library, 322 South Fort Street, Pierre, 
South Dakota 57501. 
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1969-1970 READING LIST 
A Reading List Compiled by 
Mercedes B. MacKay, Director-Secretary 
South Dakota State Library Commission 
1969-71 
What's Happening ... in the World? 
Chapman, Colin ___________________ ___ August 21st: The Rape of Czechoslovakia 
From press stories and eyewitnesses, the author has compiled the 
events preceding and immediately following the Russian intervention 
in Czechoslovakia. It fulfills its purpose of giving order to the confus-
ing facts. 
Dulles, Eleanor Lansing ____________________________ Berlin: The Wall is Not Forever 
This book is written by the sister of John Foster Dulles. She outlines 
the development of U. S. policy and aid programs affecting Berlin 
with her basic position in defense of U.S. policy. The book is designed 
to appeal to scholars, policy makers, and citizens in both the U. S. and 
Germany. 
Gerassi, J ohn ________________________________________________ N orth Vietnam: A Documentary 
Gerassi is an able jounalist and this book is another of the many writ-
ten on the Vietnam War. It mainly covers our bombing of North Viet-
nam. Has photographs and other documentary materials. He exten-
sively documents our destruction of schools, hospitals, churches and 
homes. 
Gregory, James Stothert ____________________________________ Russian Land, Soviet People 
This book is a full scale geographical study of the vast area of the 
USSR. Part 1 is a general geographic survey which describes the land. 
Part 2 examines each major region and the population within. 
Gruber, Ruth ____________ _____________________________________ Israel on the Seventh Day 
This book consists of a survey of Israel: history, a report on the Six Day 
War. The "Seventh" day in the title refers to the year following the 
Six Day War of June 1967. The first part of the book contains her per-
sonal observations, the second patt pertains to the war itself. 
Isenbery, Irwin, ed. ____________________________________________________ France Under DeGaulle 
This compilation of articles defines Gaullism and shows what it has 
done since DeGaulle' s return to power in 1958. Analyzes French for-
eign relations and surveys internal affairs and the economy. 
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Julien, Claude ________________________________________________ Canada: Europe's Last Cha nee 
Last chance for what? To ensure balance between Europe and the U. 
S. in the Atlantic Alliance. Julien writes with insight on the great Cana-
dian problem ( relations between English-French speaking Canadi-
ans) and of the international dimension of this dilemma. 
N encini, Franco ___________________________________________ Florence: The Days of the Flood 
A graphic account of how the Arno River inundated the city of Flor-
ence. It is a competent piece of journalistic reporting and contains ex-
cellent photographs published within a month of the flood. 
Reischauer, Edwin _______________________ _________ Beyond Vietnam: The U.S. and Asia 
This former Ambassador to Japan offers a re-thinking of the Far East-
ern policy of the U.S. Some critics call this the most useful book writ-
ten on Vietnam. It's written from neither the "hawk" nor "dove" stand-
point, but from a sensible, flexible and responsible one. 
Rodrigues, Jose Honorio ____________________________________________________________ The Brazilians 
The author analyzes each topic with a fine perspective ranging far back 
in Brazilian history for root factors. He hies to answer two questions 
... what are the national characteristics and aspirations? 
Snow, Ed gar ______________________________________________________________________ Red Star Over China 
This is an updating of his 1936-37 account of Communistic forces in 
China. There are 32 pages of photographs. The book is a great aid in 
understanding why China turned to Communism. 
Young, Kenneth T, ______________ Negotiating with the Chinese Communists: The 
United State Experience, 1953-1967 
This book contains U.S. negotiations with Red China since the Korean 
Armistice of July 1953. The author describes carefully and thoroughly 
the Chinese style of negotiating. · 
NON-BOOK MATERIALS 
Germany Today (Jam Handy) 
Six sound filmstrips. Contains excellent maps, art work and photo-
graphs. Depicts the historical development of Germany and shows the 
major aspects of life there. Titles are: 1.) The History of Germany; 2.) 
Germany-the land and farming; 3.) Transporation and Industry in 
Germany; 4.) City Life in Germany; 5.) Berlin; and 6.) East Germany. 
Lands of East arid Southeast Asia (Jam Handy) 
This is a set of seven filmstrips depicting living conditions in East and 
Southeast Asia. Filmstrip titles are: 1.) Village Life in South Korea; 
2.) City Life in South Korea; 3.) The Geography of Taiwan; 4.) Rural 
Life in Taiwan; 5.) Hong Kong and Macoa; 6.) South Vietnam; and 
7.) Cambodia and Laos. 
Living in China Today ( SVE) 
Four sound filmstrips that cover the main aspects of life in China to-
day. Individual titles are: 1.) Agriculture and Rural Life; 2.) Cities 
and City Life; 3.) Resources1 Industries, Transportation and Com-
munication; and 4.) Land of Change and Growth. 
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Southeast Asia ( National Geographic Society and Encyclopedia Britannica 
Educational Corporation) 
Seven sound films.trips make up this set of materials. Covers mainly 
geography with some history and social conditions. Titles are: 1.) Bur-
ma; 2.) Malaysia; 3. ) Thailand; 4.) Laos; 5.) Singapore; 6.) Cambod-
ia; and 7.) Vietnam. 
Southern South America ( Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corpora-
tion) 
Five sound filmstrips. Provides up-to-date materials on some South 
American countries. Depicts day to day life and shows differences be-
tween the countries. Titles are: 1.) The Pampas: Heartland of Argen-
tina; 2.) Buenos Aires: A Modern Metropolis; 3.) Uruguay and Para-
guay: A Study in Contrasts; 4.) Chile: Between the Mountains and 
Sea; 5.) Chile: An Industrializing Nation. 
The Soviet Union Today ( Jam Handy) 
Six sound filmstrips. Provides an insight concerning growth of the 
Soviet Union, its geography and people. Relates the progress-and 
shortcomings of Communism. Titles are: 1.) The Development of the 
Soviet Union; 2.) The Geography of the Soviet Union; 3.) Farming 
and Rural Life in the Soviet Union; 4.) City Life in the Soviet Union; 
5.) European Russia and the Ukraine; and 6.) The Caucasus and 
Soviet Central Asia. 
What's Happening ... in our Cities? 
BOOKS 
Black, Algernon D. ______________ ______________________________ The People and the Police 
In a balanced documented account, Black cites actual cases dealing 
with police professionalism, riot and demonstration control, and race. 
He makes clear the unending hazards and frustrations which the 
policeman's job entails. 
Brown, Joe David, ed. ____________________________________________________________________ The Hippies 
One of the easiest to understand books written on the subject. Con-
tains a picture essay and a glossary of Hippie terms. The book was 
written ( after Time Magazine researched Hippies in all of the major 
American cities) "to find out what Hippies are really like and what 
they prove about this country." 
Cleaver, Eldridge ____________________________________________________________________________ Soul On Ice 
In collections of letters and open letters, Cleaver writes about the 
forces that shaped his life. There are sections on the Watts riots, on 
Cleaver's religious conversion and on the black man's stake in the Viet-
nam War. 
Eldredge, H. Wentworth, ed. _____________________________ Taming Megalopolis, 2 vols. 
There are 60 articles on 23 subjects ranging from aesthetic goals to 
social planning. Eldredge has gathered contributions from the total 
range of discipline that bear on urban development. Vol. 1 deals with 
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what urbanization is and what it could be. Vol. 2 deals with how to 
manage an urbanized world. The volumes can be used separately. 
F altermayer, Edmund K. ______________________________________________________ Redoing America 
This book proves that a work of non-fiction can be truly refreshing. 
Provides readable insights into the issues that confront us. Partial con-
tents-the origins of our urban mess, clear skies and clean rivers, a war 
on ugliness. Also contains a picture essay. 
Fortas, Abe ________________________________ Concerning Dissent and Civil Disobedience 
Mr. Fortas believes that America has an alternative to violence. He 
explains what that alternative is as he carefully defines both the limits 
and the scope of permissible dissent and civil disobedience. 
Isenberg, Irwin, ed. ______________________________________________________________ The City in Crisis 
Thirty-three articles from magazines compiled in four sections: Riots: 
Causes and Consequences; A Multitude of Urban Woes; Meeting the 
Challenge; and the New Towns. Urban America is in a crisis of so 
many aspects, so complex that one volume could not hope to cover it. 
But this book does survey the major problems and examines some of 
the proposed remedies. 
Lewis, Oscar __________________________________________________________________________________ _________ La Vida 
A Puerto Rican family in the culture of Poverty-San Juan and New 
York. The book is a major contribution to the understanding of family 
life in a poverty subculture. 
Lewis, Oscar ____ ___________ A Study of Slum Culture: Backgrounds for La Vida 
The author presents a general background and statistical data on the 
culture of Puerto Rico and New York that he used for his book, 
La Vida. 
Mumford, Lewis ______ _______ ____ _________ ________________________ __ ________ __ The Urban Prospect 
The author attacks the modern approach to the city and its problems. 
Contains a lot of his 1938 book, The Culture of Cities. Mumford's book 
will not cheer you up, but it may prompt some readers to do something. 
Spear, Allen H. ------------------------------------------------------------------ ______ Black Chicago 
The author examines the forces that conditioned the development of 
separate Negro community life. He tells of the means used by one city 
to prevent Negroes from establishing themselves. Book is heavily do-
cumented but very readable. 
NON-BOOK MATERIALS 
Cities of Our Country ( Eye Gate House) 
This set of. nine filmstrips explores the factors contributing to the 
expansion of eight of our leading cjties. Individual titles are: 1.) Burm-
ingham, Industrial Center of the South; 2.) Los Angeles, the Beautiful 
Southwest; 3.) Boston, City of Tradition; 4.) Chicago, at the Cross-
roads of the Nation; 5.) Why and How Cities Grow; 6.) Detroit, Mid-
west Center of Industry; 7.) Seattle, Typical of the Northwest; 8.) 
New York, Our Great Metropolis; and 9.) Houston, a City Expanding. 
The Negro in American History (National Education Association) 
Two sound filmstrips. This filmstrip set was produced to give all Amer-
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icans a new appreciation for and a better understanding of the Ameri-
can Negro. 
Washington (National Geographic Society and EBE) 
Five sound filmstrips. These beautiful filmstrips tour the most import-
ant buildings of our Nation's Capital. The titles are: 1.) The City Free-
dom Built; 2. ) The U. S. Capital; 3.) The White House; 4.) The Sup-
reme Court; and 5.) Shrines and Monuments. 
What's Happening ..• in Education? 
BOOKS 
Chapman, William McK. _______________________________________________ Remember the Wind 
An account of the years 1958-61 which the author spent at St. Eliza-
beth's school in South Dakota. In the final analysis, the book seems to 
ask more questions about the Indian than it answers. It is good reading 
to get an insight into the problems of Indian education in South 
Dakota. 
Conant, James B. _________________ ____ The Comprehensive American High School 
The book is concerned with the opportunities for studying a variety 
of subjects in 2,000 widely comprehensive high schools of medium size. 
The comprehensive high school is a peculiarly American phenomenon. 
It is comprehensive because it offers under the administration and 
under on~ roof a secondary education for almost all high school age 
children of one town. 
Dentler, Robert A. _________ The Urban R's: Race Relations as the Problem in 
Urban Education 
In 18 essays it is examined how the school and community can best pro-
vide a meaningful education for the changing school population. An 
indication of the changing nature of urban education and a realization 
of the environment as it affects children are given. 
Fantini, Mario D. ________ The Disadvantaged Child: Challenge to Education 
This book broadens the meaning of "disadvantaged" to include all of 
those children who are blocked in any way from fulfilling their human 
potential. It brings a better understanding of the crisis in education 
today. 
Herndon, James ___________________________________ ____________________ The Way It Spozed to Be 
This is an account of a man who came from the mountains to teach in a 
metropolitan California junior high school-100% ghetto, 100% de-
prived. In his book, Herndon offers no solutions but does employ vivid 
anecdotes to point up the tension of children anxious for school routine. 
Kozol, Jonathan _______________ ______________________________________________ Death at an Early Age 
A book about the destruction of the hearts and minds of Negro chil-
dren in the Boston Public Schools. The author relates his experiences 
as a fourth grade teacher in a nearly all-Negro classroom. 
Mallery, David ________________________________________ __________________ F erment on the Cam pus 
A survey of college student attitudes which focuses on the dynamics of 
political and social action. The shrewdest observations in this book are 
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in a series of comparisons between two generations of student veterans 
-those of World War II and those of the civil rights and anti-poverty 
battle. 
Miller, Michael V, ____________________________ _______________ Revolution at Berkeley 
Centered around the student uprising at the Berkeley campus of the 
University of-California, the book is a collection of articles, evalua-
tions, and basic documents concerning the start of the trouble at 
Berkeley. 
Riemer, George ___ ___________ ________________________ How They Murdered the Second "R'' 
In his book, Riemer presents a convincing argument in favor of more 
writing in the primary grades. He feels that the IT A can help achieve 
a better understanding and comprehension of writing as well as read-
ing. 
Riley, Clara __ _______ ____ ____________________________ ______________________________ _Head Start in Action 
Head Start, a total pre-school program for children of low income 
families, was conceived as a preventive measure to help eradicate 
poverty in the U.S. Operation Head Start may prove to be one of the 
most effective mental health programs unde1taken in the U. S. This 
book tells of one of the first summer programs and explains the proce-
dure in Head Start. 
Scha~fer, Robert J, _____________________ _____ The School as a Center of Inquiry 
This is a very potent book tightly wound into 77 pages. It moves the 
whole educational debate out of the ·emergency ward and back into 
the classroom. The author offers specific suggestions for attaining bet-
ter schools for American youngsters. 
Stroup, Thomas B., ed. _____________________ The University in the American Future 
This book contains form essays on higher education. They all express 
concern over the challenge to the unity of learning, the frequent 
neglect of basic education, and the increasing specialization of know-
ledge. 
NON-BOOK MATERIALS 
Dropping Out: Road to Nowhere ( Guidance Associates) 
Two sound filmstrips with manual. This filmstrip set gives an excellent 
coverage of this topic. It is very easy to grasp and aimed at the student 
( and his parents) before he becomes a dropout. 
Four Who Quit ( Guidance Associates) ' 
Two sound filmstrips with manual. This is a uniquely structured aid 
for group discussion. It was made to increase awareness and under-
standing of dropouts and the problems which confront them. In Part 
I, four dropouts present their stories. Part II describes the unreceptive 
world and unpromising futures the dropouts face. 
Should You Go to College? ( Guidance Associates) 
One sound filmstrip. Two parallel case histories demonstrate how a 
college education may demand early sacrifice, but bring personal and 
financial rewards. 
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Somebody's Cheating ( Guidance Associates) 
Two sound filmstrips with manual. As the pressures of society build, 
cheating becomes an ever-increasing problem. Somebody's Cheating 
deals constructively with cheating and the student is led to think hard 
to see cheating for the destructive, self-defeating act it is. 
What's Happening ... to our Cultural Arts? 
BOOKS 
The books in this section are only the most recent ones. If your Club 
project is on a particular area of art, field of art, period of art, or a part-
icular artist, please send your particular request to your public or State 
Library. The media in this section is very representative of art and the 
number of copies is limited, so, if you are using some AV material, be 
sure to return it by the date indicated so that others may have the pri-
vilege of using the same. 
American Heritage ________________ The American Heritage History of American 
Antiques 
Covers American antiques from the Revolutionary War to the Civil 
War. The text is brief but very well written and the pictures are excel-
lent and number over 700. The drastic change in the American way of 
living during this period unfolds in brilliant progression. A companion 
volume to American Heritage History of Colonial Antiques. 
Andrews, Wayne __________________________ Architecture in Chicago and Mid-America 
This is a superb photographic tribute to architecture of Chicago and 
the Middle West from the Greek and Gothic revival periods to the 
present. Shows many pictures that are typical of different styles of 
architecture used here in South Dakota. 
Ball, Robert Hamilton __________________________________________ Shakespeare on Silent Film 
This book is about the strange and eventful history of Shakespeare on 
the silent film from 1899 to 1929. The silent films brought Shakespeare 
to a wide public who had never seen his plays in a theatre, and Shake-
speare brought to the filmmakers an air of respectability which at the 
time they badly needed. 
Bazin, Germain __________________ The Baroque Principles, Styles, Modes, Themes 
Tells the story of Baroque art from 1580-1780 set against a background 
of politics, religion, philosophy and social conditions. The book reads 
like a novel. The illustrations are well selected and reproduced. 
Bodrogi, Tibor __________________________ . _________________________ Art in Africa 
This volume is consideration of art, primarily sculptured pieces and 
masks in west and central Africa. Has bibliography and index. 
Cassatt, Mary ______________________________________ The Graphic Art of Mary Cassatt 
A catalog of some of her works. The introduction is brief and informa-
tive. There are 85 prints, all well reproduced. 
Elson, Robert T , ____________________________________________________ ~ _____________________________ Time, Inc. 
An intimate history of a publishing enterprise from 1923-1941. A lively 
account of men and events behind this gigantic printing- enterprise. 
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Twenty-four pages of photographs. A second, continuing volume is 
proposed. 
Grad, Bernard J. ----------------------------------------------- Adventure into Architecture 
There is the architect as he faces the challenge of fashioning buildings 
for their uses, not their appearanc.e. You will learn the day to day work 
of architecture as well as some of the best examples in various areas. 
Grand, Paul M •-------------------------- ----------------------------------- Prehisto1·ic Art 
A lavishly illustrated survey of current knowledge about prehistoric 
art. 
Haberland, Wolfgang ______________________________________________ The Art of North America 
The author begins by examining the background of the early settlers 
of the new world, then deals in turn with the Eskimos, various Indian 
tribes and finally the original inhabitants of the West Indies. Beautiful 
color plates throughout. 
Horizon Magazine ____________________________ The Horizon Book of Great Cathedrals 
This book deals with the superb story of men and their monuments-
of the gigantic structures that caught the spirit of the Middle Ages. The 
book gives its attention to the greatest cathedrals in France, England, 
Germany, Spain and Italy. 
Irwin, Margaret G., comp. ________________________________________________ Songs of the Prairie 
This book contains over 100 songs ( words and music) that are men-
tioned in books by Laura Ingalls Wilder. A good book for use in pro-
grams about South Dakota. 
Kellogg, Rhoda ___________________________________________ The Psychology of Children'sArt 
The author does not give technical information on media or detailed 
analyses. The purpose is to make adults aware of the pattern of devel-
opment and the beauty of children's art. 
Lange, Kurt and Hirmer, May ____________ _________ Egypt: Architecture, Sculpture, 
Painting in Three Thousand Years. 
Greatly revised fourth edition of a classic work. The book appeals very 
much to the general reader. The photographs in the book are excellent. 
Gives a good rundown of Ancient Egyptian art. 
Lesure, Francois ______________________________________________________ Music and Art in Society 
This study is limited to the period of the Middle Ages through the 
18th Century. The text is brief, informative and very readable. 
Levy, William Turner and Scherle, Victor __________ Affectionately, T. S. Eliot 
A story of friendship, 1947-1965. Gathered here are the reminiscences 
of occasional encounters in England and the U. S. and passages from 
the correspondence that marked 18 years of the Eliot-Levy friendship. 
London, Joan ------------------------------------------------------- Jack London and His Times 
This is a new edition, originally published in 1939. This biography by 
Jack London's daughter provides social insight and certain letters and 
journals that other biographies do not have. One of the few significant, 
major biographical works on the author that are available. 
McMullen, Roy ____________________________ __ __________________ Art, Affluence and Alienation 
Recent styles and subject matters in art are linked to an ec.onomic, 
social, intellectual and spiritual upheaval in which science and tech-
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nology are important factors. Modem music, painting, poetry, theatre, 
dances, architecture, sculpture, the motion picture, and the novel are 
discussed at some length. 
Masters, E. L. and Houston, Jean ________ _______________________________ Psych<3delic Art 
The author describes artists working in painting, drawing, sculpture, 
Rim, theatre, multi-media and lumia. The book shows some of the 
effects of drugs on creativity. 
Mear, Frederik Von Der __________________________________________ _________ Early Christian Art 
This book deals with the discovery of early Christian art and with its 
most important manifestations. It is aimed at the general reader and 
seeks to provide a broad picture of early Christian art. 
Moody, Ella, ed. ------~-------- · Decorative Art in Modern Interiors, 1967-1968 
and Decorative Art in Modern Interiors, 1968-.1969 
These two books show a wide r<;1nge of contemporary interiors. They 
present the work of architects and designers in 8 countries and ex-
amples of good planning. Gives new ideas for every home. 
Rose, James __________ -----------------~-----------------------------~-Modern American Gardens 
One of the only books that presents the contemporary garden as an art 
form. It traces the landscape movement as part of the revolution in the 
arts since 1900. 
St. John, Robert __________ Encyclopedia of Radio and Television Broadcasting 
This volume attempts to present a general background of the high-
lights in the development of radio and TV. It also contains entertain-
ing, nostalgic stories and events that should be enjoyable for anyone 
who has enjoyed radio or TV. 
Wessel, Klaus _________________ Byzantine Enamels: From the 5th to 13th Century 
The author attempts to give a chronological arrangement of Byzantine 
enamel as well as some of the recent finds. The illustrations throughout 
the book are good. The first part of the book gives an introduction as to 
how you make enamel. 
Whittaker, Herbert __ ____________ __ __ ___________ _______________________ Canada's National Ballet 
This gives a history in text and pictures of Canada's National Ballet 
Guild from its beginning in 1950. 
NON-BOOK MATERIALS 
Aida ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
Filmstrip and accompanying script truly brings life to Verdi's four act 
opera. Photographs were taken during rehearsal and performance at 
the Metropolitan Opera House. 
American Painting (Life) 
This includes four fi1mstrips and manuals that show the development 
of American painting. Titles are: Part 1-The 17th and 18th Centuries; 
Part 2-1800-1850: The Romantic Era; Part 3-1850-1900: Years of 
Change; and Part 4-The Eight and the Modernists. 
America's Arts and Skills ( Life) 
This set includes 7 filmstrips with manuals. The individual titles are: 
1. Practical World of the Colonists; 2. The Affiuent Society of the 18th 
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Century; 3. The Study Age of Homespun; 4. The Magnificent Classical 
Revival; 5. The Romantic Decades; 6. The Timeless Southeast; 7. An 
Age of Gilded Opulence. 
Architecture ( SVE ) 
This slide set consists of 68 slides grouped into the following seven 
categories: 1. Greek; 2. Renaissance; 3. Medieval; 4. American-Early; 
5. American-Modern; 6. Ancient; 7. Ancient-Roman. Only photo-
graphs, no artwork, are used in making these slides. When ordering, 
please do not order more than two groups at a time. 
Arts and Crafts (EBE) 
Five filmstrips that show various methods in working with different 
arts and crafts. Titles are: 1. Textile Art; 2. Metalwork Art; 3. Glass and 
Mosaic Art; 4. Ivory Carving; and 5. Ceramic Art. 
The Barber of Seville ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip with accompanying script. Rossini's three-act opera is 
brought to life on the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House. 
Carman ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip with accompanying script. Bizet's four-act opera is often 
proclaimed as "the perfect opera." Photographed during rehearsal by 
the Metropolitan Opera National Company. 
Cinderella ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip and accompanying script. Rossini's two-act opera of the 
classic, Cinderella, is performed on the stage by Sylvia Frederich. 
Color-Slide Program of the World's Art ( McGraw-Hill) 
Twenty-two slide books. Each book contains from 20-24 slides, black 
and white illustrations and an analytic discussion of each painting by 
a leading art historian, who also covers the overall period in an infor-
mative text. Titles of the slide books are as follows: 1. The High Ren- · 
aissance: Italian Painting; 2. Impressionist Painting; 3. Early Flemish 
Painting; 4. Mannerism: 16th Century; 5. Origins of Modern Art: 
1905-1914; 6. Spanish Painting: The Golden Century; 7. Early Renais-
sance: 15th Century Italian Painting; 8. Flemish Painting of the 17th 
Century; 9. European Painting of the 18th Century; 10. Dutch Paint-
ing: The 17th Century; 11. American Painting: 1560-1913; 12. Early 
Italian Painting; 13. Painting Between the Two Wars: 1918-1940; 14. 
French Painting of the 17th Century; 15. Romanticism and Realism; 
16. English Painting: 1730-1860; 17. Baroque Art in Italy; 18. German 
Painting: The Old Masters; 19. Post-Impressionist Painting; 20. Mich-
elangelo; 21. Paul. Gaughin; and 22. Van Gogh. 
The Deserted Village (EBE) 
This is a sound filmstrip of Goldsmith's famous narrative poem. No 
manual accompanying. 
Die Meistersinger ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip and accompanying guide. The photographs of Wagner's 
three-act opera are taken during actual rehearsal and performance at 
the Metropolitan Opera House. 
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Don Giovanni ( Metropolitan Opera Guild ) 
One filmstrip and accompanying script. Mozart's famous two-act op-
era on Don Juan is performed by Ceasar Siepi. 
Dutch Paintings ( Detroit Institute of Art) 
Eight color slides of paintings of the Dutch masters. No accompanying 
booklet. 
Early Italian Renaissance Art ( SVE) 
Sound slide set containing one record and 50 slides in a Kodak carou-
sel. Set also comes with guide on how to use the material. All slides 
used appear in the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. 
Falstaff ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip and accompanying script brings to reality Shakespeare's 
immortal character. The opera is by Verdi and has three acts. 
Faust ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip and accompanying script. Gounod's four-act opera 
brings Goethe's Faust to the operatic stage. 
Fidelio ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip and accompanying script. In this two-act opera, the only 
opera Beethoven ever wrote, Birgit Nilsson plays the part of the 
heroine. 
Flemish Paintings ( Detroit Institute of Art) 
Thirty color slides of paintings of the Flemish masters. No accompany-
ing booklet. 
Flemish Renaissance Art ( SVE ) 
This is a sound slide set consisting of one record and fifty slides in a 
Kodak c.arousel. The set comes with a guide that shows how to use it. 
All the slides appear in the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. 
French Paintings and Sculpture ( Detroit Institute of Art) 
Seven color slides by French artists. No accompanying booklet. 
The Girl of the Golden West ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip and accompanying script. Puccini's three-act opera of 
the American West is performed by Dorothy Kirsten and Franco 
Corelli. 
Great Novels and Their Authors. 2 parts ( SVE) 
Seven sound filmstrips with guides. Part 1 covers Nathaniel Haw-
thorne: The Man and His Works, and The Scarlet Letter: Analysis 
and Evolution. Part 2 covers Charles Dickens: The Man and His 
Works, and A Tale of Two Cities: Analysis and Evaluation. 
Harvey Dunn: Painter of Pioneers ( SDSU) 
Twenty-five minute, 16mm film. This film portrays the life of Harvey 
Dunn and includes many of the artist's works. Many of the paintings 
shown are not named, so when viewing film, you should have a book of 
his works also. 
High Reniassance and Manneristic Art ( SVE) 
Sound slide set containing one record and 50 slides in a Kodak carou-
sel. Set comes with a guide on how to use it. All slides appear in the 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. 
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Italian Baroque Art ( SVE) 
This is a sound slide set consisting of one record and 50 slides in a 
Kodak carousel. The set comes with a guide that shows how to use it. 
All slides appear in the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C. 
Italian Paintings ( Detroit Institute of Art) 
Eight color slides of masterpieces by the Italian masters. No accom-
panying booklet. 
LaBoheme ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
Filmstrip and accompanying script. Puccini's four-act opera is brought 
to life on the Metropolitan Opera House stage by Gianni Raimandi 
and Mirella Freni. 
L'Elisir d'Amore (i\1etropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip with accompanying script. Donizetti's two-act opera is 
one of the few good operatic comedies. 
Madame Butterfly ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip with accompanying script. Puccini's famous three-act 
opera is performed on the Metropolitan stage by Francosa Roberto 
and Enrico Di Giuseppe. 
The Magic Flute ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip with accompanying guide. Mozart's two-act opera was 
photographed during the premier performance on February 17, 1967, 
at the Metropolitan Opera House. 
The Marriage of Figaro ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip and accompanying script. Ceasar Siepi and Judith Ru-
skin star in this four-act opera by Mozart. 
Modern Art (Life) 
A set of six filmstrips with accompanying manuals. Individual titles 
are: 1. Paul Gaughin; 2. Henry Matisse, Pt. l; 3. Henry Matisse, Pt. 2; 
4. Pierre A. Renoir; 5. George Rouault; and 6. Vincent Van Gogh. 
Nineteenth Century Development in Art ( SVE) 
This is a sound slide set consisting of 1 record and 50 slides with an 
accompanying manu:.11. All slides appear in the National Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D. C. 
One Hundred Great Art Masterpieces ( SVE) 
There are 100 slides grouped into the following eight categories: 1. 
Art, America; 2. Art, Dutch; 3. Art, German; 4. Art, English; 5. Art, 
French; 6. Art, Spanish; 7. Art, Flemish; and 8. Art, Italian. When re-
questing these slides, please request not more than two groups at a 
time. 
One Hundred Modern Art Masterpieces ( SVE) 
There are 100 slides grouped into the following categories: 1. Art, 
French; 2. Art, Spanish; 3. Art, Italian; 4. Art, English; 5. Art, Ameri-
can; 6. Art, Mexican; 7. Art, Dutch and German. When requesting 
these slides, please do not request more than two groups at a time. 
On-Stage Portraits ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
There are 41 color slides to this set along with detailed manual. The 
slides show different opera stars in full dress upon stage. 
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Oscar Howe Art Works ( The Artist) 
This set contains 31 slides of the works of Oscar Howe. They are excel-
lent for use with art programs on South Dakota. 
Othello ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip and accompanying script brings into reality Shake-
speare's Othello. The four-act opera is by Verdi. 
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner (EBE) 
This is sound filmstrip of Coleridge's famous narrative poem. No 
accompanying manual. 
Rigoletto ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip with ac.companying script. Verdi's four-act opera was 
photographed during rehearsal and performance at the Metropolitan 
Opera House. 
Selected Shakespearean Tragedies, Plots and Analyses ( SVE) 
Six sound filmstrips are included in this set along with the accompany-
ing manuals. Titles of the filmstrips are as follows: 1. Macbeth: The 
Plot; 2. Macbeth: Analysis and Interpretation; 3. Julius Ceasar: The 
Plot; 4. Julius Ceasa,_r: Analysis and Interpretation; 5. Hamlet: The 
Plot; and 6. Analysis and Interpretation. 
Shakespeare's Theatre (EBE) 
Four filmstrips with accompanying manual. Individual titles are: 
l. Prologue to Globe Theatre; 2. The Playhouse Comes to London; 3·. 
The Globe Theatre: Design and Construction; and 4. A Day at the 
Globe Theatre. 
Stories from Shakespeare (EBE) 
Six color filmstrips are included in this set. The individual titles are: 
1. As You Like It; 2. Midsummer Night's Dream; 3. Macbeth; 4. Ham-
let; 5. Henry V; and 6. Julius Caesar. 
Tosca ( Metropolitan Opera Guild) 
One filmstrip and accompanying record. Puccini's three-act opera was 
photographed during the performance of March 25, 1965, at the Met-
ropolitan Opera House. · 
Western Art (Jam Handy) 
Six sound filmstrips and six utilization guides. The filmstrips cover the 
area of western art extremely well. Individual titles are: 1. The Origin~ 
of Western Art; 2. The Early Renaissance; 3. From the Renaissa-hce 
to the Modern Age; 4. The Northern Renaissance and Its Movement 
West; 5. Five Post-Renaissance Styles; and 6. Modem Art Trends. 
The following listing is composed of tape recordings. The information 
given will be titles, author or composer, number of reels and approximate 
running time. Unless otherwise indicated, the reels are stereo. 
Die Fledermaus (London) 
Johann Strauss. 2 reels. 23~ hours. 
Lucia di Lammermoor (London) 
Donizetti. 2 reels. 23~ hours. 
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Othello ( London) 
Verdi. 2 reels. 2 hours, 20 min. 
Robert Frost Reading His Poetry (Caedmon) 
Robert Frost. 1 reel. 48 min. Monaural 
Messiah (Phillips) 
Handel. 2 reels. 2 hours, 25 mjn, 
Madame Butterfly (London) 
Puccini. 2 reels. 2 hours, 20 min. 
Gilbert & Sullivan Spectacular (London) 
Gilbert & Sullivan. 1 reel. 45 min. Selections from four of their operas. 
The Magic Flute ( Grammophon) 
Mozart. 2 reels. 2}~ hours. 
Poems and Letters of Emily Dickinson (Caedmon) 
Emily Dickinson. 1 reel. 48 min. Monaural 
Sonata for Two Pianos and Andante and Variations for Two Pianos, Cello 
and Harp (London) 
Mozart and Schumann. 1 reel 45 min. 
Symphony for Violin-Cello and Orchestra Op 68 and Concerto in C for 
Cello and Orchestra ( London) 
Britten and Hayden. 1 reel. 1 hour. 
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, Opus 61 (Mercury) 
Beethoven. 1 reel. 45 min. 
Anthony and Cleopatra (London) 
William Shakespeare. 1 reel. 3 hours. 
The Mikado (London) 
Gilbert & Sullivan. 1 reel. 3 hours. 
Violin Concert No. 1 in D and Duo Concert (Mercury) 
Prokofiev and Stravinsky. 1 real 37 min. 
Concerto for Piano, Violin, Violincello and Orchestra in C Major, Opus 
56 ( Gr:;tmmophon) 
Beethoven. 1 reel. 36 min. 
Romeo and Juliet ( London) 
William Shakespeare. 1 reel. 3 hours 
A Midsummer Night's Dream (London) 
William Shakespeare. 1 reel. 2 hours 
Concerto in A Minor for Violin, Cello, and Orchestra, Opus 102 ( Gram-
mophon) 
1 reel. 34 min. 
The Virtuoso Flute (Vanguard) 
Mozart and Telemann. 1 reel. 53 min. 
Joan Sibelius ( Grammophon) 
Sibelius. 1 reel. 43 min. 
Great Strauss Waltzes (London) 
Johann Strauss. 1 reel. 40 min. 
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What's Happening ... in Homemaking? 
BOOKS 
Better Homes and Gardens __________ ______ Famous Foods From Famous Places 
This book tours the finest eating places in the United States, giving a 
brief text on each place, and a variety of menus. 
Better Homes and Gardens __________________________________ Stitchery and Crafts 
This book is a guide to rewarding stitchery and craft projects for the 
whole family. There are even sections -on "Bazaar Best Sellers" and 
"Detailed Directions." This book is a must for any interested in this 
type of work. 
Bird, Caroline _______________________________________________ Born Female 
This book, subtitled "the high cost of keeping women down," attacks 
discrimination against women. Miss Bird makes good use of her back-
ground in economics-she not only writes down all the things women 
think but rarely say; she documents them. 
Bowers, Frank ___ __________________________________ .Hair Styles and Beauty Guide 
This is an up-to-date book on the most modern hair styles. The book 
has chapters on "Your Horoscope and Your Hairdo;" "Sun Glasses 
and Your Face Shape" and "Easy Eye Make-up" to name just a few. 
This book is a must for the today woman who wants to look good to-
morrow. 
Colle, Vivienne _______ __ Yivienne Colle's Make-It-Yourself Botique 
The author, in a captivating text, presents a whole line of make-it-
yourself clothes. There are also chapters on gifts, accessories and a 
"how-to" glossary. 
Cinott, Haim B, _____ ~ _____ Between Parent and Child and Between Parent and 
Teenager 
These two books offer new solutions to old problems. One of the pur-
poses of these is to help parents identify their goals in relation to 
children and to suggest methods to achieve those goals. 
Hale, William Harlan _________ The Horizon Cookbook and Illustrated History 
of Eating and Drinking Through the Ages 
A cookbook giving historical background and recipes ranging from 
morrow toast to a Cumberland sauce made with orange, lemon, 
shallots and currant jelly. Besides the good recipes, the book offers a 
wealth of superb reading. 
Kimball, Jeffe and Anderson, Jean ____________ The Art of the American Indian 
Cooking 
In this book, American Indian recipes are adapted for today's kitchens. 
The book is fascinating reading where it deals with food and food ha-
bits of the five great Indian divisions. The simplicity of the recipes will 
make this book useful on camping trips. 
Loeser, Katinka _ _______________ The Archers at Home 
The story of a middle class suburban couple. They used to be parents 
but how that their children are at college, what are they to become? 
Is the house too big? Are they falling too decay? Have they brought up 
their children right? Read this book and find out the answers. 
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Parke, Gertrude ________________________________________________ The Big Chocolate Cookbook 
You will find on these pages the most appealing array of chocolate 
desserts, cakes, puddings, etc., plus candy, beverages and cake frost-
ings, plus using chocolate on poultry. In this book, the unusual is com-
bined with the practical. 
Roberts, Patricia Easterbrook Table Settings, Entertaining and Etiquette 
This is one of the best available books on this topic. The book was writ-
ten not only for aesthetic reasons but also to serve as a guide to setting 
the table for both everyday and special occasions. 
Sassoon, VidaL _________________________________________ Sorry I Kept You Waiting, Madam 
An autobiography of the English hairdresser. The hair stylist cuts 
away at himself and his work. There is also a photo section. 
Schwartz, Robert and Cobb, Hubbard H. _________ The Complete Homeowner 
Homeownership can bring to a famly an immeasurable amount of sat-
isfaction and pleasure, but also creates special problems-finanical, 
legal, maintenance and repair. This book tries to deal with such prob-
lems. The last portion of the book concerns itself with the maintanence 
and repairs in an average house. The second part deals with financial 
and legal problems. · 
Smith, Georgiana Reynolds ~------------------------------------- ___________ Table Decoration 
The author has gathered information on historical table decoration. 
The text is very well written and the volume is well illustrated. 
Spock, Benjamin ______________________________________________________________ Baby and Child Care 
This revision of Spock's famous book takes into account the many 
changes in care resulting from research and scientific advances since 
the second edition 11 years ago. 
Sunset Books and Magazines _____________ Sunset Cook Book for Entertaining 
This book brings you hundreds of "those special recipes" together with 
menus and complete party plans. There are also special informational 
panels that present a wealth of practical, valuable knowledge about 
all phases of entertaining. 
Wyden, Peter and Barbara ---------------------------------------- How the Doctors Diet 
The authors asked a number of doctors to describe how they keep fit. 
The answers can be found in this book written from the popular 
rather than the scientific approach. The book sums up with a "dozen 
strategic secrets" for weight watching as the doctors do it. 
The following are some paperbacks that you might wish to purchase for 
yourself. 
Margolius, Sidney ____________________________ The Consumer's Guide to Better Buying 
Black, Hillel ______________________________________________________ Buy Now, Pay Later 
Neal, Chas. ________________ _ ______________________________________________ Sense with Dollars 
Packard, Vance ____________________________________________________________________ The Waste Makers 
Packard, Vance ___________________________________ ____________ The Hidden Persuaders 
Brosterman _______________ _____________________________ The Complete Estate Planning Guide 
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NON-BOOK MATERIALS 
Child Care Series (McGraw-Hill) 
Four filmstrips. Discusses specific problems in care and supervision of 
young children. Individual titles are: 1.) Keeping Children Happy; 
2.) Getting Acquainted; 3.) Special Daytime Problems; and 4.) Keep-
ing Children Safe. 
Cooking Series (McGraw-Hill) 
Eight filmstrips. Individual titles are: 1.) Understanding Cooking 
Terms; 2.) Buying Food Wisely; 3.) Safety in the Kitchen; 4.) Organ-
izing and Preparing Meals; 5.) Planning Meals for Nutrition; 6.) Stor-
tively. 
Food and Nutrition Series (McGraw-Hill) 
Five filmstrips. An excellent overall study of foods and nutrition. In-
dividual titles are: 1.) The Essentials of Fruit; 2.) Eat Well! Live 
Well!; 3.) Consumer Problems in Nutrition; 4.) The Nutrients in 
Food; and 5 .. ) How Food is Digested. 
Infant Care Series (McGraw-Hill) 
Six filmstrips. Explains and demonstrates basic techniques in the 
physical care of infants and young children. Individual titles are: 1.) 
Bathing the Baby; 2.) Feeding the Baby; 3.) Selecting Children's 
Clothes; 4.) Preparing the Formula; 5.) Selecting Children's Toys; 
and 6.) Teaching Desirable Habits. 
Introduction to Sewing ( Bailey Films) 
Eight filmstrips with manual. Designed for individualized learning. 
Individual title are: 1.) Basic Sewing Skills, Part I; 2.) Part II; 3.) Part 
III; 4.) Basic Sewing Tools, Part I; 5.) Part II; 6.) Sewing Machine, 
Part I; 7.) Part II; and 8.) Part III. 
Landscaping and Ornamental Planting ( Colonial Films) 
Five filmstrips. These filmstrips show specific homestead improve-
ments that can be accomplished with various types of plantings. In-
dividual titles are: 1.) Importance of landscaping; 2.) Characteristics 
and use of different ornamental plants; 3.) Selecting and arranging 
trees and shrubs; 4.) Procedure for planting shrubs; and 5.) Identifi-
cation of shrubs. 
Managing Money Series (McGraw-Hill) 
Six filmstrips. Covers some of the problems of money management. 
Individual titles are: 1.) Earning Your Money; 2.) Paying Your Bills; 
3.) Spending Your Money; 4.) Borrowing Money; 5.) Making Money 
Work for You; and 6. ) Buying Insurance. 
Meat Identification Series ( Colonial Films) 
Five filmstrips. The filmstrips in this series classify and identify cuts of 
meat. Individual titles are: 1.) Identification of Kinds of Meat; 2.) 
Identification of Cuts of Pork; 3.) Identification of Cuts of Beef; 
4.) Identification of Cuts of Veal; and 5.) Identification of Cuts of 
Lamb. 
Where and How People Work and Live (Bailey) 
Four sound filmstrips with manual. Provides a basic introduction to 
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our consumer-oriented economy. Individual titles are: 1.) Where in 
the World Do You Live?; 2.) From Place to Place; 3.) Food from 
Farm to Family; and 4.) Clothes from Head to Toe. 
What's Happening ... to Book and Non-Book Materials 
For Children and Young Adults? 
BOOKS 
Alexander, Lloyd ______________________________________________________________________ The High King 
Masterly conclusion to the author's fantasy cycle about the mythical 
kingdom of Prydain. 
Almedi gen, Martha Edith __ ____________________________________________________ __ ___ young Mark 
A runaway boy's eventful journey from his home in the Ukraine to St. 
Petersburg to seek his fortune with his singing voice. 
Arnold, Pauline ________________________________ ________________ Food Facts for Young People 
A factual and instructional text plus useful charts and food titles make 
this book a favorite. 
Bailey, PearL ______________________________ ___ __ __________________ ______________ _________ The Raw Pearl 
This is Pearl Bailey's autobiography. It is a book no one should miss. 
Barry, Robert___ ___________________________________________________________ The Ri-d.dle of Castle Hill 
An easy . reading mystery story with seashore as a background. Chil-
dren of the Benson family discover Tim, a famous race horse. 
Burrell, Roy E. C. _________________________________________________ _______ The Early Days of Man 
Information about prehistoric men and methods used by archaeolo-
gists to uncover this information combine to make interesting reading. 
Corson, William R. __________________________________________ __ _____________ __________ ___ __ The Betrayal 
A condemnation of current U. S. policies in Vietnam especially as re-
lated to Vietnamese civilians. 
Davies, Hunter _______________ ___ ____ _________ The Beatles: The Authorized Biography 
Of the many books available on this fantastic foursome, this is prob-
ably the best you can find. 
Dayrell, Elphinstone ________________ Why the Sun and the Moon Live in the Sky 
This African folktale uses colors and motifs in harmony with the 
nature and national origin of the tale. 
Garner, Alan _______________________ _____________________________________________________ The Owl Service 
A haunting story in which three young people are drawn into a re-en-
actment of a tragic Welsh legend. 
Goodall, John A. ________________________________________________ The Adventure of Piggy Pork 
A young pig runs away from hrs mother to follow a circus in this de-
lightful book without any words. 
Hamilton, Virginia ------------------------------------------~------The House of Dies Drear 
A compelling story of the weird-and terrifying happenings that threat-
en a Negro professor's family living in a former Underground Rail-
road Station. 
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Hareven, Tamara K .. _____________ Eleanor Roosevelt: An American Conscience 
A selective study focuses on Mrs. Roosevelt as a public figure and her 
influence as a social reformer. 
Holl, Adelaide ________________________________________________________________ The Remarkable Egg 
Some bright art illustrates this pre-school story book. A boy's red ball 
falls into a bird's nest and the birds deny they had anything to do with 
it. 
Hutchins, P aL ________________________________________________________________________________ Rosie's Walk 
Diverting pi~ture-book comedy in which a hen unwittingly foils the 
fox at every turn. 
Johnson, Annabel & Edgar ____________________________________________________ Count Me Gone 
A story of an eighteen-year-old youth's disenchantment with adult 
values and his questioning of accepted middle class mores. 
Janus, Weyman ___ _____________________________________________________________ Edge of Two Worlds 
Thrown together by chance and dependent upon each other, a sick, 
aged Cherokee and a lost, fearful white boy come to respect each other 
as individuals. 
McKenzie, Ellen Kindt ______ ______________________________________________ Taash and the J estors 
Intricate but sprightly tale of witchery and high adventure in a myth-
ical Kingdom. 
O'Neill, Mary ______________________ ____________________________________________ Take a Number 
Picture book, concept book, counting book or poetry book-this title is 
a strong entry in all four fields. 
Paine, Roberta M. ___________________________________________________________ .Looking at Sculpture 
Visually inviting, provocative introduction to sculpture by a lecturer 
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
Sachs, Marilyn~-------------------------------------- ______ Veronica Ganz 
The belligerent overgrown bully of Grade 8B meets her match in a 
taunting pint-size boy in this humorous, sympathetic story. 
Silverberg, Robert __________________ ___ Ghost Town of the American West 
This book covers the period of 1848 to 1910 beginning with the discov-
ery of gold at Sutter's Fort and abandoned towns on the way to living 
again. 
Winchester, James H, ____________________________ Hurricanes, Storms and Tornadoes 
An interesting scientific description of the forces that make weather 
and produce hurricanes, storms and tornadoes. Gives vivid accounts 
of actual storms. 
Wrightson, Patricia ______________________ _________ _____ A Racecourse for Andy 
A poignant story of a mentally retarded boy who "buys" the local race 
track from a ragpicker for three dollars. 
NON-BOOK MATERIALS 
American Literature ( EA V) 
Six sound filmstrips with manuals. Individual titles are: 1.) The Colo-
nial Period; 2.) The Revolutionary Period; 3.) The Romantic. Period; 
4.) Transcendentalism; 5. ) The Rise of Realism; and 6.) The Modern 
Period. 
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Children's Classics ( SVE) 
Four sound filmstrips with manuals. The titles to this delightful AV 
kit are: 1.) The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse; 2.) The Four 
Musicians; 3.) The Little Red Hen and the Grain of Wheat; and 4.) 
The Three Billy Goats Gruff. 
Children's Fairy Tales ( SVE) 
Four sound filmstrips with manuals. Individual titles are: 1.) Cind-
erella; 2.) Snow Wnite and the Seven Dwarfs; 3.) Jack and the Bean-
stalk; and 4.) Sleeping Beauty. 
Development of the American Short Story ( SVE) 
Four sound filmstrips. These filmstrips take the short story from its 
conception to the present. Individual titles are: 1.) Early Develop-
ment; 2.) Late 19th and early 20th Century Development; 3.) Modern 
Development; and 4.) Interpretation and Evaluation of the Short 
Story. 
Mark Twain ( Eye Gate House) 
Four sound filmstrips with manuals. Individual titles are: 1.) The Life 
of Mark Twain; 2.) A Close-up of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn; 
3.) Other Works of Mark Twain; and 4.) A Critical Examination of 
Mark Twain. 
Set 4 (Weston Woods ) 
Four sound filmstrips on the following titles: 1.) Caps for Sale; 2.) 
Little Toot; 3.) The Biggest Bear; and 4.) Andy the Lion. 
Set 10 (Wes ton Woods ) 
Four sound filmstrips on the following titles: 1.) The Old Woman and 
Her Pig; 2.) The House that Jack Built; 3.) Hey Diddle Diddle; 
Baby Bunting; and The Milkmaid; and 4.) Old Mother Hubbard and 
Her Dog. 
Shakespeare, Mirror of Man ( Eye Gate House) 
Ten sound filmstrips with manuals. Individual titles are: 1.) The Life 
and Times of William Shakespeare; 2.) Shakespeare Theatre and His 
Audiences; 3.) Com3dies of Shakespeare, Part I; 4.) Comedies of 
Shakespeare, Part II; 5.) Comedies of Shakespeare1 Part III; 6.) Trag-
edies of Shakespeare; Part I; 7.) Tragedies of Shakespeare, Part II; 8.) 
Tragedies of Shakespeare, Part III; 9.) The Histories of William 
Shakespeare; and 10. ) The Poetry of William Shakespeare. 
Tales by Rudyard Kipling (Jam Handy) 
Four sound filmstrips. Titles are: 1.) How the Whale Got His Throat; 
2.) How the Camel Got His Hump; 3.) How the Rhinoceros Got His 
Skin; and 4. ) The Elephant's Child. 
Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension Work, acts of May 8 and June 30, 1914 in cooper-ation with the United States Department of Agriculture. John T. Stone, Dean of Extension, South Dakota State University, Brookings. 
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